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PREFACE

,/

The Minister's Advisory Committee on Student.Achievement ('MACOSA)

was established by minisprial order in October_ 7. 7b in response to,

growing concerns expressed by the public at large, government; labor,

business, students and edutators regarding the quality and standards

of basic education in Alberta.

MACOSA commissioneea number' of studies, primarily,to provide

basic information for a suffimary of current levels of achievement in

Alberta and to provide baseline,data for future'assement: These

studies fell into.three categories: (1) preliminary studies, (2)

achievement studies, and (3) other stfies.

4

This study, Development of Scales on Attitudes Towards the World

of Work, was commissioned to develop and validated test to assess the

attitudes of Alberta students towards%the world of work.

This report, which represents the findings and 'conclusions df the

researchers, was presented. to MACOSA as information.

%.*

This report con itutes the 'administration manual for the Attitudes

Toward the World of ork instrument. For the technical 'manual giving the

background to the deelopment orthe scales and the necessary data tab4es,

please contact the Regional 'Office of Alberta Education; -the Supervisor

of Guidance and COUnselling, Alberta Education, the university libraries

or E.R:I.C. The title of the lichnical manual is Development of Scales

On Attitudes Towards the World of WdFk: Technical Manual, March, 1979.

4,
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Attitudes Towards the World of Wo

.0

.,...Background

During the past two years, The Minister's-Advisory Committee on,

Student Achievement (MACOSA) has been investigating various aspects of

student ichievement in the province of Alberta. The activities of MACOSA-

and its various subcommittees have ranged from surveying the opinions of

Alberta citizens about student achievement, to assessing levels of student.

Achievement in core subjects.

As one part of the MACOSA activities; a subcommittee was struck

-to investigate the feasibility of assessing objectives in the affective,

doMain. As a result of the deliberations of the MACOSA Attitude test

Validation Steering Committee, a study was commissioned todevelop and vali-

d4te an instrument for assessing student attitudes towards the world .of

work.

The Steering Committee delineated five dimensions of this topic

for initial consideration. These were:

- Attitudes towards earning a:living.

- Perceptions about employer expectations.

- Perceptioas:about available opporunities.

- Relevance of school preparation -for employmerit.

tharacteristics of desirable jobs.

In recommending the developMent of the instrument the Steering Committee

pressed optimism that the instrument would'be capsable of providing useful

feedback about the attitudes of.grOups. of students, to teachers, school

offiCials, anethe publi4 at large. The Committee was less optimistic re-
,
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garding thewinstrume's immedibte:a potential for providing diagnostic in-

formation about individual pupils, and noted that the appropriate use forthe

instrument would likely be to collect information abou't groups of students in

classes, schools, systems,.or in-the.province as a whole.

, . .

Literature Review

-`. The domain of Ititudes Towards Work" is a' continuum that stretches

'from Rarsonality characteristits that relate to job selection to °Onions

about work activities. There are several existing i9,truments that purport

Ao measure the relatively enduring values that are found at the "value" end
OF

of the continuum. At that end; pertiality characteristics such as values,

are matched ith job descrfptIons to form job preterence.scales. Such scales

as the Strong Vocational Interest Blank are examples of these, and they are

,Oed to guide students.in'career selection. ._

Moving from the values end of the continuum, to the opinion end,

an area is encountered at whiCh values begin to blend into opinions. This is

the area in which a person's'view of the world of work is important. It

is not a Value, because it is not necessarily a Itrongly held, enduring

4.7

trait, ratherit is an attitude, perhaps even an oppion that changes from

one month to. the next as a result of experience and personal growth. It is

toward this rather vague area of, attitudes that the present study is directed.

Little work seems &nave been done directly on high school abd

junior high schoolastudents' attitudes,perceptions anceanticipatiods about
N

the world of woriciAn_spite of the ntimbet- of 'Occupational preference scales,

and'work'values inventories that exist. Specifically, little has been done

on perceptions abat employers,_and about perCeptions about the adequacy of



training that students receive. This is probably because most test developers

prefer to make their tests independent of a particular social and economic

context. In contrast, the present study seeks to inquire about students

attitudes towards work in the very context that they are likely to be

: entering. Thus the instrument under development is directed towards students

thoughts and beliefs about working in the Alberta context.

While attempting to develop an instrument that caters to the Alberta

environment, the authors were aware that some guiqnce was available from

'previous work on work values. Clearly one influence on opinions and attitudes

are the values that are held by a person, and so the values measured in the

\ublished tests prOvided some clues ato the dimensions that should be

covered in the present project.

An extensive review of the literature indicated that the most

common motivational properties of jobs appeared.to be: salary, job security,

working with people, prestige, leadership, achievement, helping people, self__

development, working conditions, ideas, independence, interesting work,

creativity and fringe benefits. Les's common, were such characteristics as

being, boss, adventure company reputation, sex discrimination, recognition,

and way of life.

Instrument Development

Using the literature review and

for guidance, the authors created a large

of work. Students were asked to indicate

each statement, agreed with it, disagreed

the Steering Committee's &tensions
$

pool Of statements about 'the world

(

whether they strongly agreed with

with it, strongly disagreed with
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it, or if they were uncertain about it_ This kind of questionnere which '

is known as a Okert Scale, is commonly Used in
,opinion research because it

*N.__,

allows the researthers to obtain respondent's' opinions about a large number

of topics without requiring a large amount-of time. ,

From the pool-of statements .two prelliinary forms of the instru-

- ment were created. tech form consisted of 125 items, and was _administered

to approximately 360 students from Medicine Hat, Lethbri4e,.Lacombe and-Ponoka.

The tudents were ill gradei 8 and 11 (with about one half at each grade level):

Although the sample used for the Preliminary study could not'he

considered representative of the province as a whole,..the4 were a number of
.1

,- -

'interesting observations. The students from the sample seemed to have a

pretty traditional and responsible view of the world of work. ,They seemed

to appreciate the importance of-hard work, they appeared to have a faith in-

/

the economic system's ability to provide theM with meaningful employment, and

they seemed to have confidence in their own ability to succeed.

A careful study of the items was made'to see which items were

ambiguous, poorly worded., or heybnd the comprehension of the students.

Further analyses were carried out to see if the items' could be clustet4d

into scales. Based oh these analyse't was decided to create a revised.

form of the scale using 75 items that were grOuped into 15 scales4'of 5

items each. A description of the scales is shown below:

A
1.. Preparation by School: 'Students scoring high on this scale perceive

their preparation for entrance into the wor18.of work as being adequate.

'.School preparation is seen as appropriately job related,
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Interest and Variability*in Jobs: Students Sboring high seek jobs that

are interesting, challenging and varied. .

Diligence: Students _scoring high have attitudes favorable to hard work,

regardless of supervision.

. '

4. Laziness:: Students who have high scores on thisscale indisate attitudes'

of getting as much as possible-for as littie-effort as possible.

5. Job Security: This scale describes students who value job security,
.

often over othercharacteristics of jobs. ..

.

6. PositiveEmpl9yer Characteristics: Students scoring high on this scale
A

view employers as honest, fair and generally Upstanding humans .

. Independence: Students scoring'high on thii scale rate the preserva-
_s

ti on of their own'independehce.above that of other job characterfstics.

Nor*: 'Students scoring high on this scale Niew salary as being one of

the most 'important determinents of'a good job.

9. Ambition: Students scoring high on this scale view striving.for success

as more important- than other considerations like friends.' a

10. .Loeus of Control: Students scoring on on this scale view letting and

Bolding a job as being largely a matter outside of their control - luck,

knowing the right person etc.,

)

11. Confidence in Succeeding: High scorers on'thi scale are confident of.

their`-ability of getting a job and being succeitfur

12,. Negative EmployeNCharacteristics: Studenti scoring high on this Jr

scale see employers at greedy and unfair - mostly concerned with looking

out for.theicown intere ts. '
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13, Social Relations: Students scoring h gh on. this scale see social re-

lations as teing the important determiners of job satisfaction. They.A

prefer working with people and a part of a team.

14.- Attitudes Towards -Unemployment: Students scoring high,on this scale view

...unemployment as: undesirable, even shameful.

15. 'General Attitudes Towards Earning a Living: Students scoring high on

-this'scaie have a positive attitude toward earning &living, typified
/

by a statement "I am.looking/forward to earning my own way".

Many of the scales are similar to some of the scales found in
Y \. . . *

existing. instruments '(for example, Independence, SalarY, Job-Security, Working.

w th People, or Social Relations, all appear in value scales); What is dif--

f ent in this study is that the items themselves'are designed to_provide in-

formation on student opinion& directly. In previous studies, the scales

I-

were intended to'have.psychological significance, here they are used to aggre-

gate the views
0

of.groups of students. In addition to these scales, there are

some areas that have not been tapped before. These are:* Laziness, Diligence,,

Characteristics of Employers, and Opinions about Preparation.
- d

The analysis of the preliminary data indicated that the,itempool

Captured the essence of the Steer4ng Committee's concerns. ,14

. The Revised Instrument

Based on the preliminary results, a revised instrument was_pre-

'pared and administered to 467 ninth grade students and 568 twelfth grade



,students in Andrew, Edmonton, Jasper, Lacombe, Lethbridge, Medicine Hat,

,Red Deer, and Wetaskiwin.; Because the item results are meant to be directly"

interpretable,,they are provided in this summary for the total sample of

1035. .Caution must be exercises in generalizing the results to all students

in gracles § and 12 in the province, since only certain areas of the province

q,'were included in the sample. In particular, no areas in Northern Alberta

were used, and no schools in Calgary were selected. The Edmonton sample

was-taken entirely from. the Edmonton Separate,School,System as a consequence

-of tle dicherss strike in the Edmonton Public System. Nonetheless, with

these cautions, the data do provide an interesting picture of the Student

groups that are included.

Item Results

The strong mpression that one gets is that the "Work ethic" is deeply

entrenched in the expressed opinions of these Alberta students. For example,

they seem to feel that: "There are jobs avai)able for those who want:them",

A.person should feel a little ashamed for doing a sloppy job", and "One of

the most important thlngs about a. job is to. know that you,are doing thebest

you can".

The sampled students appeared confident in theA-ability to succeed

as evidenced in their responses to items like "T will be able tOThandle the

next step in my training", and "When4P.finish.my educatrion,Y11 be.able to

get the kind of job that I want ".,

The next few pages show the proportion of students go reSponded in
1

each way to each. of the items. a-

/

12



Attitudes Toward Work
Demographic Data

SEZ: NO RESPONSE 2 ( 0%)
FEMALE 549 ( 53%)
MALE 484 ( 47%)

SCHOOL: ST. HILDA,A1DRONTON
ST. ZEMAN, EDMONTON

" ,

SIR JOHN THOMPSON,EDMONTON
.ST. MARY'S, EDMONTON
-ARCHBISHOP MACDONALD, EDMONTON

, 45
55
44
51
56

(

(

(

(

(

.4%)
5%)
4 %)

5%)
5%)

O'LEARY, EDMONTON , 44 (. 4%)
WETASKININ COMP. HIGH (MATH 15), VETASKIVIN .27 ( 3%)
VITAS/UNIX COMP. HIGH (CHEM 30), VETASKIVIN .30 ( 3%)
LACOMBE JUNIOR HIGH, LACOMBE 52 (' 5%)

- LACOMBE SENIOR HIGH, LACOMBE 49 ( 5%)
ST. THOMAS JR. HIGH, RED DEER 49. ( 7%)
CAMILLE LEROUGE HIGH SCHOOL, RED DEER 103.( 10%)
,ANDREN JUNIOR. HIGH, ANDREW 39 ( 4%)
ANDREW SENIOR HIGH, ANDREW 33 ( 3%)
CRESCENT HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL, MEDICINE HAT 48 ( 5%)
.ALEXANDRA JUNIOR HIGH, MEDICINE HAT 56 ( '5%)
JASPER NIGH SCHOOL, JASPER 56 ( 5%)
JASPER JUNIOR HIGH, JASPER - 58 ( 6%)
WINSTON CHURCHILL HIGH SCHOOL, LETHBRIDGE 69 ( 7 %)
WILSON JUNIOLHIGH, LETHBRIDGE F ,,,, 49 1
ALL SCHOOLS. 1035

,5%)
(100%)

PROGRAM: NO RESPONSE 105 ( 10%)
TECHNICAL A TRADES 98:( 9%)
ACADEMIC 423 ( 41%)

'BUSINESS' 80 ( 8%)
GENERAL 136 ( 13%)
UNDECIDED 172 ( 17%)
NO MAIM EMPHAS s 21 ( 2%)

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF PREFERRED JOB:
NO.RESPoNSE 147 ( 14%)
NO FORMAL EDUCATION

P
99 ( 10%)

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA 198 19%)
POST,-SECONDARY TECHNICAL TRAINING 325 ( 31%)
UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE 226 ( 22%)
GRADUATE UNIVERSITY DEGREE , 40 ( 4%)

DO YOUHAVE A REGULAR PART TINE JOB?
NO RESPONSE 11 ( 1%)

YES 483 ( 47%)
NO . 541 ( .52 %)

DID YOU HAVE A FULL TIME JOB LAST SUMMER?
NO RESPONSE
YES
NO

22 ( 2%)
458 ( 44%)
555 ( 54%)

13
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ALL SCHOOLS

Attitudes Toward Work Form I

Strongly Disagree:'SD Disagree: D Ondetlided:
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA No Response: NR

SD D Q A SA MR

I would like a job where you can do your
owe thing.

2.. I ld like a job where I would deal with
other people.

I would like a:job that I can .work at for
i. several years..

I would like a job wits high pay.

I would like a job that is still wine when
other people are being laid-off.

Employers are alwayd trying to push their
employees to work harder.

To be unemployed is shameful.

2 16 21 45 16 0

4 15 48 32 0

4 14 40 40

2 8 39 51 :0

3 12 39 45 0

3 2/ 28 39 7 0

19 43 18 13 0

8. In getting a job, it is more important to
know somebody, than to know. something. 32 34 14 14 5 0

9. there are jobs available for those who
want them.

10. The first job that I get will likely be
interesting.

2 17 13 50 17 0

3 24 32 33 0

11. Most employers think that profits are more
important than staff benefits. 2 17 40 33 8 0
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ALL SCHOOLS
1-2

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: .D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA No Response: MR

12. Host employers are flexible about the way
in which their employees dress, provided
that the employees get the job done.

SD 'D U A SA NB

6 25 16 47 6- 0

13. Earning a living shoUld be fun.
k 2 12 22 43 21 0

14. 1 personos major responsibility is to
Support his or her family. 1 8 11 48 31 0

1 7 14 42 36 0

15. ,I would like a-job where the harder you
work, the higher your salary becOmes.

i16.. I would like a job which is a cha lenge to
11 abilities. 0 2 8 48 42

17. I would like a job where the boss lets. -you
decide bow something should be done. 9 21 49 20 0

18. Hy speaking skills are good enough for me
to be' successful in the job. that` I choose. 1 10 22 51 15 0

19. I think that I will be able to meet the .,

requirements of the job that I choose: 0 1 10 68 21 0

20. A person should feel a little ashamed for
doing a, sloppy job. 2 5 8 55 30 0.

21. The wore work experience you have, the
higher your salary should- be.

22. One of the most important things about a
job is to know that you are doing-the best
you can.

15

?1-14 19 40 24 0

1 .3 41 55



ALL' SCHOOLS

Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: .0
Agree: A. Strongly-Agree: SI ..No Response: IR

23. , One of the most important things_ about a
job is to be able to keep it as long as
you vant,it.

24. Pew things in life are more inportaat than
a. big salary.

25. /here is -Very, little that, is taught in
high school that will be of use on a job.

26. Host'employers don't really want to get to
knoM their employees very well.

I would rather vi a lob with low pay
that .I liked, than o with better pay
.that I Aid not like.

28; Op rtuniti fot growth' is more important
tha making .friends on a job.

29. To be a successc you must have a lob- with a
high salary;

sIf
30. netimes a person will have to sake

crifices in order to get.ahead is a job.

31. Sometimes you hi:e to choose between
having friends, acrd getting ahead on the
job.

32. Schools are pretty good at teaching you
. abdtt how to look for a job.

nowadays there is not enough,work to go
around for everyone, so I'll nOt ,worry too
such about getting a job.

16.

1-3
a.

SD D 0 A SA JR

9 15 51 24

23 34.11 21 11
/

21 35 21 17 7 0

13 47 29 9 2 0

.6 22 43 26 0

10 35 35 16 3 0

19 53 14 11 3

1 3 10 70 16

4 16 19 53 7

13 29 25 28 4

44 42 10 3 1 0
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ALL SCHOOLS

Strongly Disagree: SD
4

Disagree: D .'Undecided:
Agree: A strongly' Agree: SA No thospotse: VII

34. I would like to find a.job where you have
to keep,your mind active.

35. I would like a job that allows you to
daydream while ycu work.

36. I would like a job that is'interesting.

37. 4, -would like a job Where you work in a
group with" others.

-38. I an looking forward to supporting myself
by getting a job.

39. I see that a first job is really a
stepping stone for a career.

'40. If my job got boring, I would` quit.

1-4

SD 'D U A SA HE

2 11..63 23 0

32.51 11 6 A

2 34 t3 0\

8 21 48 21 0

0 3 14 54 /9

2 12 16 50 20 0

728 46 16 4 0

41. '1 would. like a job where- you can be your
own ,boss. 2 14.32 37 14 '1

42. I would like a job that allows you to make
lots of overtise pay.

le. Employers are Orepared to pay good wages
in order: to' keep qualified staff happy.

2 13 34 37 13

4 19 29 41

44 Employers seem concerned Only with getting
as such out of their employees for as
little as possible. 6 31 370.49
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, ILLL4cHooLs

'Strongly Diiiagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: 0
Agree: A _Strongly Agree:. SA No Response: MR

SD D U. A SA NI

45. I Wogld nt-e a job where it' is difficult
to belfired. , 3 23 33 35. 7

46.° I w ld like a job that has some
excite ent associated with it.

47.t Rost employers, are prepared to gire a fair
wage for an hon,st day's work.

,o

.48. Most empOyers are' prepared to reward good
'effort.

49. To :have a
Canadian.

b is the duty .co' even

.4 62 33 0

1 3 10.70 16 0

1 7 20:59_12. 0

5 23 29 33 10 0

50. Getting a good job is usually a matter. of
luck - being in the right place at the
xight_time. 20 40 16 19 -5

51. I would move away from my home town in
-order to `get the' job that suited me.

.74

52.. I would like to .work as part .of a teas.

53. people should work.

3 8.22 45 22 0

8 31 47 13

4 23 26 33 13 0

54. When I finish my education; I'll be able
to get the kind of job that I want. 1 10 30 42 '15

55. Wasting time on a`' job wouldn't bother se
very much. 24 47 18

1

0



ALL SCHOOLS

Strongly. Disagree: SD 'Disigree: Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: Si No Response; NB

36. so t. jobi are pretty interesting.

57 'It's better .to on to a boring job
than to risk changing to a new one.

58. Most employers don't want employees who
have minds. of their own

59. One of the most imptirtant things about a
job. is to have the respect of the other
people who work at the sane place.

86A. .Nore than eier before, there is a greater
variety of job opportunities.

SD

17

9

0

3

61. To be successful, it is iaportaat to know
someone in the right place. 10

I

\1

62. Host employers are prepared to give. iteir
employees credi for their original ideas.

63. Most jobs are competitive, so you have to
do a better job than the ndlp person.

64. It is unlikely that you can get a decent
job if you don't join a union or
association.

65. Earning a living is the most important
thing in adult life.

.0

66. After you have worked for months,
you have every right to quit ydur job and
go on nneaployaent insurance.

19

1-6

D

21 24

-44 26

A SA NH.

45 5 t 0

12

36 '29 23

2 5 58 34 0

20 24 39 14

37 26 22

41

7.25 60

2 22 24 4k 8

14 41 31 11

5 19 17 39 19 0

43 38 12 5 .1 0



ALL SCHOOLS

V A
, -

1.".7

Strong y Disagree: SD isigree: D Undecided:
Agree: AL Strongly A4k4et. Si No Response:- Hi,

I think-that 4Ikixow what thexecuirements,:
of most.jobs-are.

':Itrs usually, possible to get the training
needed for a job.

A person should try to do a good job.t,
whether or not the boss is around.. ,--

I am.prepared to work hatd for.good wages.

Vhen I an. "ready to go to work,
probably .have to take what is available
rather than what 'I really want.

I feel confident that I will be a to
_handle the next step in by training.

0

aOne of the most important hings in job
is to have friendly co-workers.

so D

4,31

V 5

0. !

5 18
ti

1

3

0

26

8

.3

3

23

16

11

67.
A .,

68.

70.

71.

. 72.

-73.

74.

5.

'A -Si NH

34 4 0

71 15

47.49 .0

48 47 .1

45

68 13 1

61 23* 1

I would like to be free to wove from one'
conpany to another as by inerestS change. 3 1433-40

?rankly, when I get a job I don't 'really
want to work 'very hard.. 34 43 14 6

Th

9 1

4
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Scale Reitilts

'General

4

The 15 scales were made up of the items'shown in'Table 1; with the

scale sores beinvalculated by summing. the item scores created by assigning

theefollowing numerical, values:

1 = Strongly Disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Undecided

4 = Agree.

5 = Strongly Agree

(In the Case of item 25 On the subscalel", the scoring was reversed.) Each

scale has a maximum possible value of25 and a minimum of 5. The average

scoresf or the scales are shown iff T ble 1, together with the intervals

that nc ude 90% of the students' reSPonset f r the 1035 students. *
t. '4

The relationships between the scales were investigated, and it was
e.

!found that the scales were relatively.independent of each other. Although,

Laziness and Diligence would seem to'be4direct opposites, the data plowed

that this was not quite the case. Triete seemed to be good reason for re-'

taining both of these scales.

-

Within the constraints of time allocated to the study, several

attempts were made to investigate' the validity of the subscale scores. The. . i -,

f
,

rofirst of these attempts made use o backgund infotmatton to see if dif-
,

ferent'groups responded to the subsWes in a iifferent fashion.
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Table 1: Scale -Results

Scale Items Average'Score

Preimration.

Interest

Diligence

Laziness'

Job Security

Positive Employer c
Cliaracteristics 12, 43, 47, 48, 62

Independence 1, 17, 41, 51, 74 "."

Money 4, 21, 24, 29, 42

18;. 19, 25, 32, 68

1 6, 34, 36, 40,- 46

15, 20, 22, 6% 70'

33, 35, 55, 66..75

5, 23, 45, 57

Ambition 28, 30, 21, 29, 63

Locus of Cohtrol 8, 50, 61, 64, '71-

Confidence 9,-54, 60, .87, 72

Negative Employer
Characteristics 6, 1.1, 26, 44, 58

Social Relations 2, 3Z, 52, 59, '73

Unemployment 7,' 14, 49, 53, 65_

General 10 13., 27, 38, 56

18.02

20.05

21.43

9.63

17.82

7.91

14

90% Interval

14-21

18-23

19-24

6-14

14-21

15-21

1 .95 14-22

.40 13-21

17.09 14-20

13.22 9-18

17.0112_41 14-21

14.63

19.75

16:36

17.99

11-1s

15-23

12-22

15-22

4-, Y.

This means that-90% of the students scores were between 14 and 21, and every

,score between Wand 21 was more likely than any score not between 14*and 21.
4

f..

22
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2. Differences.BetWidn'Junior and Senior High.5chool Responses

. JuniorHigh'(J6 student\s\reLd'tbeir Preparation higher.thavdid'
f

, 1

the Senior-High-(SH) students. The means,were 18.5 and 17.5 respectivelY,
.

f
suggesting that as the tuderit approached entry to the4wo d* of work, they.

eingjlightly less adequate than students whoperceived their trai4pg

were 'farther .away.

SH students rated the importance of Interest and Nariabiliti in a
t

k

job higher than students (J9.8, SH=20.2). Consistent' with this finding

Ce
H=1

( ,

was the dif?ere between the means on Independence, where the JH mean was

% I' ' 1 :j

17.4 and the SH mean was 18.3.

There were no great differences on Diligence, Job Security, Lazi-

ness, Ambition, or Negative Employer Characteristics, .but JH group .

A -

viewed employers4ore positively (mean=18.1) Ahan-the SH group (mean=17.7) on
%

Positive !mployer Characteristics.

The JH students rated the-Money factor slightly more important tha

did the SH grOup (mean=16'.66 as compared with 16.18), a finding that seems

consistent with the' findings on Interest and Independence. Perhaps the SH

group has begun to develop a 'realistic assessment of their earning potential
1

A somewhat puzzling -finding was. the difference between the two

groups on Confidence.' The SH group had a higher Confidence mean (17.83 as

i

compared with 17.37), but they also' had a high -Locus of Control mean ihdi-

catingcating that they tended to see obtaining and hol 'ng,a job asobeing less in

their control than the JH students. (The means were SH=13.49, JH=12.9). Per-

haps the SH group is showing a growth toward a realistic assessment, and the

JH group is idealistic.

a
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N A

In general, the differences.betweewthe two -groups made some

sense in terms of the kinds of-experiences-that two groups.would have en

coUntered.u.p.to' this The greater likelihoOd of ,having hadwork ex--
4

perience in th6SH. group would perhaps tend to temper their judgment:

1

r".-

3. Sex Differences

Sex differences, occurred On all but three subscales. In general,

the girls rated Job Security, Independence, Ambition and Money as being less

important than boysdid. The girls rated Interest and' Variability in a job,

higher than did boys, they were more negative on Laziness'than boys, and

rated the Negative Employer Characteristics lower than boys. The SoCial

aspects .of work seemed more important to girls, and they had more moderate

views on unemployment. The girli tended to rate the external factors on

holding jobs as being less important than boys, and, on GeneralAttitudes,

had a more positive attitude toward'earning a living.

It seems,clear from the results of this study that the girls seem

to
,

pgssess many of the attitudes towards work that reflect a male-dominated

work environment. Although the differences are not great (less than one

Point in all cases except for Money and Unemployment), they all seem to be

ip the direction of what could be described as the stereotype. Given the

great inertia that seas to hive confronted social movement in the past five

years or so, these data are taken as supporting the validity of the scale.

In other words, it seems likely that if opinions that appear in the populbr

press and on radio talk shows are true, the subscales seem to be reflecting

4

attitudet accurately. (An article in the Edmonton Journal, October 26, 1978,
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. supports this contention. 'It was reported'by Canadian Press.thot two re-

searchers from the. Ontario Institute for. Studies ins-Education, Avii/Glaze

and-Lyz Sayer, fOund that Ontario' high ,school-givAs in their sample "look

to future careers in traditional female jobs and are not'prepared for long

years.of-working" )

tb.

4.- ProgramDtfferences

Students were asked tO indicate which programs.- they ware taking,

or.iittended to take when they reached high schboL They were given the'

choice of Technical, Academic, Business, General, Undecided, and No Main

Emphasis. Program differences appear* on allsubscales except Job-Secur4M

-Ambition, and Social. Interactions we"! on Preparation and Independence.

Generally speaking, the Technical, Academic and Business groups,

felt better prepared than the other lioups, a finding which would tend to

support the validity ofthe scale. However., the Business group showed a

two point drop-off from grade 9 to grade 12, suggesting.that as they ap-

proached the impending job

the "decided".groups. The

some drop-off, showed less

consistent with the notion

market, this group had the most misgivings of

Acadeeic and Technical groups, while experiencing

change than the Business group. This would be

that. the Business group wait closer to entering

the world of work than the other two groups.

The Academic group had the highest Interest rating, while the

Undecided and General groups had the lowest ratings. Again, this would

appear to be consistent with th; validity assertion. Similarly, the Un-,
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decicled.andINo Mai:n interest, groups had the lowest "scores on Diligence'

(about'- Jaelpw_ the others ):, and the highest rating- on laziness (again,

aboZitsa, '0016t-difference). . .
I/

.TheTechnical, Ac'rademic'and Business groups high scores on

POsi! Employer. .Characteristics hut,-on Negative- Employer Characteristici,

all groups hattsabout the sam jco ties except fo,r the No Main Emphasis group...
. .., .

The Technical group had the highest independeilce scored, perhaps because"of

0

the broad,job market that awaits,them.s The Academic group had the lowest

scot*,on Money; an opinion consistent with some people's view of reality,

and the Business group had the-lowest -score on Locus 'of. ContrOl, indicating

that getting and holding. a job was seen as being more under their,own control

than in the other groups. \

The ledst confident groups were the Undecided and No Main Emphasis

groups, possibly indicating a casual relationship. 'The most confident group

was theludiness grOup anti, in addition, theY.had the highest score oil the

`General Attitudes- subscple.

The Acidemit an No Main EmPhasis groups had the most moderate:
k

. 'scores -on Unem'ploy nt' ,the latter 4erhaps4'bechuse they may see themselves as

.being unemployed: The Undecided group scored highest on Negative Employer

perceptions. ATt o gh the proportion of students in the -Undecided group

who had riork,expe ence was aboqt the saMe as the oportions in any other

group, perhaps theUndecided groUp contained more people who had some work

experience ofean unpleasant sort.,

26



In general, the relationships'between program and tubscale means

seem to support the,contention that thesubscales are producing information

%that is consistent with the tommon lore and, in-that sense, there is some

- validity to this attitude opinionnaire when the items are compiled into

subscales.

5. Job Aspiration Differences

The students were asked to indicate the kinds of Jobs that they

would like to have when they were ready to enter'ithe World of work. A very

crude rating scale was placed on the results. An attempt was made to rate

the responses atcording to the amount of training that would be required for

theyosition. Five fivels were defined: No

e.g., salesclerk; Some Training (up to about

driver, pilot; Technical Schoil (more than a

Training (or on-the-Job training)

a year) e.g., secretary, machine

year) e.g., electrician, regiS-

tered nyrse, farmer, owner mf a busiiness; Bachelor's Digree; and Postgraduate

education.

pfferences occurred on Preparation, Interest, Laziness, Indepen-

dence Money, and Unemployment. In general, the Postgraduate group had

highest scores on Preparation, Interest and Independence., The TechniCal

.

group had the highest,scores on Monty, and they were the most.critical of

Unemployment., The No Training group had the highest scores on Laziness,4but

the differences from the other groups were less than a 'point.

6. Part-Time Job Diffolrences

-Students were asked whether they held a part-time job. About a

. I

third of the JH group and about three fifths of the SH group 'said that they
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were holding part-time jobs. Confidence was" the only subscale which indi-

cateda difference, between the two groups. Students who were holding part-

time jobs had higher means than those who did not'hol0 such jobs. This is

certainly consistent with the validity assertionsj but stronger evidence

would have been claimed if differences had occurred on such scales at Employer

Chiracteristics, Money and Diligence scales.' Perhaps the experience gained

through part -time jobs is not viewed by the students as being generalizable

to the world of work.

7. Full-Time Job Differences'

One quarter of the JH group and three fifths of.the SH grOup

claimed some previous full -time job experience. .Differences between the

groups haiing job experience, and those without the *experience occurred on

seven subscales.

Students with full-time work experience rated their Preparation

lower, anSI they seemed.to.rate Interest lower than the other group. They

were less severe.in their ratings of employers in terms of Negative Charac-

teristics, but they were more severe in their. assessment of Unemployment, The
.

people with full -time experience rated the importance of Money more highly

than the Other group; they had more Confidence, and they rated employers

more positively. All of these findings seemoonsistent:with the hypothesis

that full -time work experience may give students a more realistic pertpeCtive

on the world of work. In no case were;the differences great and genertlly

speaking one would have to say that both groups *eared to postess reasonably
Ier
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healthy attitudes towards the world of work,.both in terms of their own

likelihood of success and in terms of the overall social good.
0.

8. Wetaskiwin Study

Two contrasting groups of high school students from Wetaskiwin were

selected,for closer experimentation. The first group, enrolled in Chemistry

3Orc.insisted of an achieving, college-bound group. Generally they were

students who took their studies seriously and who were likely to be success-

ful in their chosen endeavors. The second group, enrolled in Mathematics 15,

was made up of a group of stuCien4 who didn't do well in school and, possibly

as ,a consequence or perhapsas a casual'factor, were not positively disposed

to e ation and benefits.

two groups. Showed significant differences on all but fiVe sub-

scales. (Pre aration, Job Security, Ambition, Unemployment, and General). 1:41

all other scales, the differences were in the hypothesized direction. The-

Chemistry 30 group saw Interest and Variability as being more important in a.

job; they seemed to value Diligence more,(and Laiiness less); they saw em-

ployers in a more positive-light; they sought more Independence; Money was

less of-a concern; they saw.Control being more likely to be Vested.in'them-

-selves; they were far more Confident; and seemed to value more Social Jobs.
.

In short, the subscales seemed to discriminate between the two groups in

about
ro.

the same way that.the-teacher's Orofeisional judgment had.

29
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9. NAIT Group

The instrument was administered to 77 students at the Northern

lbertainstitute of Technology. The students are enrolled in a techpical

upgrading program; approximately 75% have been dbt of school for at least
.

one year and have had work experience. The NAIT results were compared with

the.school sample: The NAIT people rated Interest, Independence., and Con-

fidence higher than the school group. They were more likely to attribute

job success to factOrs beyond their controlkt ey were ."harderP.on Una

ampldyment; and they appeared to 4 more ambitious than their schpol

counterparts.

The results on Locus of Control, Unemployment, Confidence, and

Ambition were not unexpected, However, the results of the Interest and

independence scales were not predicted by the investigators but, in retro-

spect, both results seellreasonable. It was thought that there would be a

bigger differencebetween the two groups on ,the importance of Job Security

because the NAIT group is older and perhaps more conscious of the problems

of security. No attempt was made-to collect information on a'ge, so perhaps

the NAIT group had not reached an age where security becomes a matter of

greater concern.

10. The AVC Group

-The Attitudes Toward Work questionnaire was administered to 48

students enrolled in the academic upgrading courses at the Alberta Vocational.

Centre in Edmonton. The male'group was composed mostly of people'preparing
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for apprenticeship training, and the female group'was made up of people pre-

paring'for business education. 'AcCording to AVC officials the entire:sample

was considered to be a high academic group,

In many respects, the AVC sample is similar to the NAIT sample.

4 4

They are both "harder" on unemiloyment, have high ambttion, are more'"externel"

and are More confident than the school group. With respect to Independence,

however,lhe AVC group is lower than'the school group whereas the NAIT group

is higher, i.e. seeks greater independence.'
I

Another difference that occurred with the AVC group was the higher

mean on the General Attitudeesubscale. Assuming the 4lidity of the sub-

scale, this suggests that Ise.people are. even more - positive about enter-

ing the world of work than the high school students.

11. Validity and Reliability of Scales

The validity studies that were carried out one the Attitudes

Towards Work Scales are described in the MACOSA Work Attitudes Study - Part

II. One of the procedures used to investigate the structural validity was

.a principal compdnents'analysis of item intercorrelations. Fifteen com-

ponents were extracted and rotated to the varimax riterion. Since the
"

items were supposed to load most highly on the scale to which they belonged,

it was possible to rate the structural 'validity of each scale.. If all of

the items on a scale had loadings on the same component exceeding .25,

then the scale was given a factorial validity rating of 4. A rating of

three was given to scales on which four of the five items had, loadings

greater than .25. If the items were split between two components, a rating

of 2 was given. Three items loading on a single component warraniedla

:31
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rating of 1, and 0 was given to scales Whose items were spread across four

different comppnents. The,actual items loadings are given in Part II of

the study. '-The factorial validity ratings are shown in. Table 2.

Reliability data were .calculated in three wa9s. The first

approach was to calculate Cronbach's alphas. The Cronbach alphas are

shown in Table 2. They provide an estimate of item homogeneity, and tend

to follow the factor validity ratings.

The second approach to reliability was to administer the instrument

to six of the schools that partiCipated in the first study, and use their

item means to estimate the scale means. Since the first study used students

in grades eight and eleven, many of the students were also involved in the

second study which was carried out in the next schbol year with students

in grades nine and twelve. _Because some of the items were revised between

the first and second studies, a good estimate of scale score means for the

first study is not posiible. In Table 2, the number of schools showing

significant shifts from June to. September is given together with. the

number of items that were changed between the two administrations. 'All of

the scales showing two or more school differences between June and September

also had two or more item changes.

The third approach to reliability was a test-retest reliability

estimation carries out with 192 students, -73 students in grade twelve and

119 students in grade nine. The tests were administered in the second week

of December, 1978, and again in the third week of January, 1979. The relia-

bilities are shown in Table 2. Of the fifteen scales, each consisting of

five items, only one scale had a, reliability of less than ..5.

32



Table 2: Reliability-Studies

Cronbach's
. ,.,

. 4124
,

Subsca i
1

Factor

Validity

Ratin2

Number of

SOlools with

Sirificant

Shifts

Number,of

Item

Charms

.

TestAetest

Correlation

1.

Prepa tion- .342 2 0 0 .591

Interest .483 1 1 2
.

.572

Diligence .544 4 1 1

Laziness .620 4 1 .1 .647

Job Security .343 2 4 3 .608

Pos.Emp.Char. .502 3 0 0 .578

Independence .496 3 3 .
? .646

Money .425 3 5 3 .618

Ambition .309 1 0 0 .515

Loc. of Control .571 3 1. 0 '.642

Confidence .99 2 ..., 1 ,0 :510

Neg.Emp.Char. .532
.

4 0 0 ..671;

Social .584 2 1 .652

Unemploynent ..611. 4 0. 0 .703

General .330 0 1 1, .579

33
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APPENDIX A

ATTITUDES TOWARD

THE WORLD OF WORK SCALES

STUDENT. QUESTIONNAIRE

@ Alberta rducation, 1979



Attitudes. Toward Work

Will you assist. in study to' find out.howstudeuts feel' Ahout
various aspects Of the world of work? T#1S'Instrument is a'step'.,
'towards Obtaining 'student opinlons.: You do. not need to sign your
. name. HOwevet in order for Ale to analyze your responses .to. this'
questionnaire, the following.items-of inforMation would be
helpful.

J.: grade: 9 , 10 ,.11 12

V+

2. Sex: Female , Male

.3. Name of- school

K. If you are 4n high. school, -.check the'program that_is your
main emph sis. If you are in junior high school, indicate .

the progr that; you intend to take in high school.

Te'chnical& TTades

Business General

Academic
.

Undecided No main emphasis L.

,5. In a few words, name the kind f'job that most interests yoU
as a career

6. Do you have a regular part time jo %?

7. DiCyou have a full time job last summer?
t

Yes

Yes

On-the next few pages, you will find various statements of
attitudes toward work.. Read each statement, anddecide how much
you agree with it.

If yoU'STRONGLY DISAGREE with the stateMent,..circle SD.
If you DISAGREE with the statement, circle D.
If yoU are UNDECIDED.or if.ybu partly agree and partly disagree,
circle U.
If you AGREE with the statement, circle A.
If you STRONGLY AGREE with the statement, circle SA.

Work quickly. Your first impresaions are .important.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Thomas Maguire and Eugene Romaniuk

Faculty of Education
University of. Alberta

400
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Attitudes Toward Work -.Form I.

Strongly Disagree: SD
Agree: A

Ditigree: D Undecided:
Strongly Agree: SA

1. I would like lt job where.you can do your- .

own ihirig.. SD D U A SA
L

2. I would like a lob where I would deal with
other people.

. I would like a job that I can work at for
4everal years;

4. I would like a job with high pay.

I would like a job that is still mine when
other people are being laid off.

\6. Employers are always trying to push their
eiployees to work harder.

7. To be unemployed is shameful.

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD .D U A 'SA

SD D A SA

SD. D U A SA

QED D U -A SA

8. In getting a job, it ismore important to
kirow somebody, than to know something. SD D U A SA

9. There are jobs available for those who.
want them.

10; The irst job that I get will likely. be
interesting.

11. Most employers think that profits.sie more
important than staff benefits.

'1 . Most employers are flexible abo t the way
in which. their employees dress, provided.
that the employees get the job ne.

13. ErOning a livimg.shduld be fun.
041

14. A'person's major responsibility,is to
support his or her familA

15,,I would like a job where the harder you
work., the higher youi salary becomes.

16. I would like a job which is a challenge
to my abilities.

SD D A SA

SD. D U A SA

SD

.4

A SA

SD D U A SA

SD U A

SD D. U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

17. I would like A job where the boss lets
you decide how something should be done. SD A A

36
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agre : SA

18. My speaking skills are good enough for
to be successful in the. job that I choos

19. I think that I will be able to meet the
requirements:of the job that choOse.

20. A person should feel a little ashamed for
doing a sloppy job:

21. The more work, experience you have, the
higher your saltry'should be.

t-.
22. One -of,the.most important things about a

job is to know that you are doing the best-
you can.

SD .D

23. One of the most important thing's about a
job is to be able to keep it as long as
you want it.

24. Pew things in life are more important than
a belg saliry. . SD D U A SA

25. There is very little that is taught in
high school that'will be of use on a job. SD D. UP A SA

SA

U A SA.

. SD D U .A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D '11 A SA

SD D U A SA

26. Most employers don't really want to fket
% to know their employees very well.

27. I.yould rather have a job with low .pay
that I liked, than a job with better pay*
that I did not like.

it
,28. Opportunity fox growth is more impis,tant

than making friends on a job.

29. TO-be a ,success you must have a job with
:a high salary.

30. Sometimes .a person w1,11 have to make
sacrifices in order to get ahead. in a
job.

31. Sometimes you have to choose between
having friends, and getting ahead on the
job.

32. Schools are pretty good at teaching you
about how .to look for, a job. .

.SD D U A' %A

SD U A SA'

Sb. D U A SA

SD A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

A SA



Strongly Disagree: SD
Agree: A
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Disagree.: D
StronglyAgrie:

Undecided: U
SA

33. Nowadays there is not enough work to go
around for everyone, so I'll not worry too
such about getting a job. SD D U A SA

34. I would like to find a job where you have
to keep your mind active. SD D U A SA

35. I would like a job that allows you to
daydream while you work. SD D U A SA

36..I would like a job that is interesting. SD D U A SA

37. I would like a job where you work ip a,
group -with others.

'38. I am looking forward to supporting myself
by getting a OPIOr SD D .0 A SA

SD D U A SA

39. i see that a first job is really-a stepping
stone for a career. .

40. If my job got-boring, I would quit.
-

41. I would like a job where you can be your
own boss...

42. I would li a job. that allows you to mak
lots of ertime pay.

43. Employers are prepared to pay goad-Wages
in order to keep qualified, staff happy.

44. Employers -seem concerned only with getting
as much out of their employees for.as
little as possible. ,SD D U A. SA

45. I would like a job where it is difficult'.
to be fired.

SD D

SD,

SD

SD

SD

U' A SA

LP 'A SA

A SA

A SA

U A :SA

II'would like a job that has some excite-
ment associated with it.

47. Most employers are prepared to give a fair
wage for an honest dAy's work.

48. Most employets are prepared to.reward good
effort.

SD b U A SA

SD D U A SA.

SD D U A

SD D U A SA

49. To have a lob is the.duty 'of every. Canadian. .SD D

38
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agree: A Strongly Agree: SA

50. Getting a good job is usually a matter of
luck--being in therightiaace at the right
tine. SD

)

51. I would-move away froi,py home town in
order tart the job that suited me.

52. I would like to work as part of a team.

53. All people 'should work.

54. When I finish my education, I'll.be able
to get the kind of job that I want.

55. Wasting time on :a job wouldn't .bother me
Very much. SD D. U A SA

56. Most jobs are pretty interesting.

57. It's beter to hoAd on to a boring }job
than to risk changing to -a new one.' . SD- D U -A

SD D U . A SA.

SD D U, A, SA

SD D U A SA

SD D- U A

SD .D U A SA

. 58. Most employers don't want employees who
have minds of their own.

'59. Oneof.the most. important things about
a job is to have the respect of the other
people who 'work at the same place.

-60. More than ever before, there is a greaeer
variety of job opportunities.

61. To be successful,'itja 4Mportant to know
someone in the right place..

62. Most employers are prepared to giv their
employees credit for their original s.

63. Most jobs_are competitive, so you have to
do a better job than theneict person. I

64. It is unlikely that'you can get'a decent
job if you.'don't join a u ,pion or_ associa-
tion.

65.. Earning a living is the most important
thing in adult life.

66. After you have worked for several months,.
you have every right to quit your job and
goon unemployment insurance.

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

'SD D, U A' SA

sp.D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD' D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D A
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Strongly Disagree: SD Disagree: D Undecided: U
Agiee: A 41,pitily Agree: SA

I -7 la '
67. I think that I know Arhai ?iielquirements

of moat jobs are. SD D U A. -SA

68. It's,Usually possible to, get the trainopmcd:
need for a job.

69. A person should try to do a griod.job
whether or not the boss is around.

$D A SA

SD D .0 -A' SA

70.1 am-prepared to work hard for.goOd wages. SD- D U A SA

71.. When I am misidy to 'go' to work, 1411
% probably have to take, what is available
ratherthan what I really want.

72. I feel confident that I will be able to
handle the next step in my training.

73. One of the moat important things in a job
is to have friendly co-workers.

74. I would like to be free to move from one
company to another as my interests change.

75.e.Frankly, when-/ get a' job I do ;'t really
want to work very'hard.

--/SD D U A SA

SD .D A. SA

SD D U A. SA

SD' D '11 A SA
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APPENDIX B

Administration PianUal to kcompany.

Attitudes Towards W8k

:



Instructions for Administration

For students in grades 8 through 12, the entire instrument requires

about 20 minutes to complete. The instructions are as follows:

In this instrument, you 'will find various statements of

attitudes towards work. Read each ,statement, and decide how"

much youagree with it.

If you STRONGLY DISAGREE with the s t, 'circle SD.

If you DISAGREE with the .statement, circle D.

If you are UNDECIDED or if you partly-agree and partly disagree,

circle U.

If you AGREE. with the statement, circle A.

If you STRONGLY -AGREE`. With the statement, circle SA.

Work quickly. Your first imprestions are .importantt''

Instructions for Scoring

The 15 scales in this instrument are made up of' the items shown in

Table 1. Each scale consists of .five items. To calculate the score for each

cr scale, sum the scores for each of the five,items blassigning the following'
-to ,

numerical values to eachitem:

1 = Strongly Disagree

2 sagree

3 = Undecided.

4 = Agree

5 = Strongly. Agree

In the case of item 25, on scale 1, the scoring is reversed. ThiS,
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Table 1

Scale amppsi tion

ale Items

Preparation 18, 19,.25*, 32, 68

.Interest 16, 34,.36, 40, 46

Diligence
./ 15, 20, 22, 69, 70

Laziness 33,435, 55, 66, 75

0 Job. Security 3, 5, 23, 45, 57

Positive Employer
Charatteri Stics 12, 430.47,.48,..62

Independence 1 , 17, 41, 51, 74

Money , 4, 21, 24, 29, 42

bition 28,

Lows of Control 8°,'

Cohfidence 9,

Negative Employer
Characteristics 6,

Social Relations 2,

Unemployment' 7,

General 10,

* The.scoilng of item 25 is reversed:

30, 21, 29, 63

50, 61,, 64,' 71.

54, 60,47, 72

11,. 26, 44, 58

37, 52, 59, 73

14, 49, 53, 65.

13, 27, 38, 56



Validity and Reliability

The validity studies that Were-carried out on the'Attitudes

Towards Work Scales are describid in the MACOSA Wbrk Attitudes Study -

Part II. One of the procedures used to investigate the,structural validity

was a principal components analysis of item interOorrelations. fifteen

components were extracted and rotated to the yarimax criterion. Since the

items were supposed to load most highly on the'scale to which they belonged,

it was possible to rate the structural validity of each scale.' If all bf

the items on a scale had loadings on the same component exceeding .25, then

the scale was given a factorial validity' rating of 4. A rating of three was

_

given to scales on which four of the five items had loadings greater than

.25. If the items were split between two components, a rating of 2 was

given. Three 'items loading on a single component, warranted a rating of 1,

and 0 was given to scales whose items were spread across four different com-

ponents. The actual items loadings are given in Part II of the study. The

factorial validity ratings are shown in Table 3.
.

Reliability data were ca)culated in three ways. The first approach

was to calculate Cronbach's alphas. The Cronbach alphas are shown-in Table 3A,

They provide an estimatebf item homogeneity, and tend,to follow the factor

validity ratings.

The second approach to reliability was to administer the instrument

to six of the schoOlsrthat participated in the first study, and use their
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'in grades eight and eleven, many of the Students were also involved in

the second study which was carried out in the next school year with

students in grades nine and twelve. Because some of the items were revised

between the first and second studies, a good estimate of scale score means

for the firit study is n't possible. In Table 3, the number of schools

showing significant shifts from June to September is given together with

the number of items that were changed between the two administrations. All

Hof .the scales showing two or more school differences between June and

September also had two or more item changes.

The third approach to reliability was a test-retest reliability

estimation carried out with 192-students, 73 students-in grade twelve and

119 students in grade nine. The tests were administe in the second

week of December, 1978,, and again in the third week of January, 1979. The

reliabilities are-shown in Table 3. Of the fifteen scales, eitNFonsisting

of five items, only one scale had a reliability of less than .Sr.)

Aids to Interpretation

No norms have been created for the scale scores, however, some

of the statistics found in Table 2 might be useful in interpreting subscale

.scores. Over 100 students from-across Alberta were used in the study, and

although they were-not a random sample, they seem to be representative of f

students in central and southern Alberta. The 90% high density interval
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1.

MEAN

Table 2:

STD.DEV.

Scale Statistics

MEDIAN ' P
25

P
75

MODE 90%
HIGH DENSITY

Preparation 18.02 2.43 18.1 16 19 18 14 - 21

2.

Interes .20.05 .2.00 20.08 18 21 20 18 - 23

3..

Diligence 21.46 2.21 21.47 19 23 .20 19 - 24

4.

Laziness 9.63 2.84 9.31 7 11 9 6 - 14

5.

Job Security 17.82 2.40 17.90 16 19 17. 14 21

6.

Pos.Emp.Char. 17.91 2.49 18.05 16 19 18 15 - 21

7.

Independence 17.95 2.81 18.10 16 19: 19 14 - 22

8.

Money 16.40 2.85 16.30 14 18 16 13 - 21,-

9.

Ambition 17.09 2.41 17.18 15 18 18 , 14 - 20

10.

Locus Control 13.22 3.29 12:95 11 15 12 9 - 18

11.

Confidence 17:62 2.50 17.17 15 19 18 14 - 21

12.

NegoEmp.Char. 14.63 2.87 14.54 12- 16 14 11 - 18

134

S,ocia, ;19.75L 2.51 19.86" 18 21 20 15 - 23

44. .

Unemployment 16.36. 3.40 16.38 .13 18 17 12 - 22

15.

General 17.99 2.45 18.05 16 19 18 .15 -.22



Subscale

Preparation

Interest

Diligence

Laziness

Job Security

Pos.EmO.Char.

Independence

Money

Ambition
r

Loc. of Control

Confidence

Neg.Emp.Char.

Social

Unemployment

General

Table 3: Reliability Studies

Cronbach's

Met!

Factor Number of Number of Test-Retest

Validitl Schools with Item Correlation

Rating Airlifisant -crisem

Shifts

t

.342 2 0 0 .591

.483 1 1 2 .'.572

.544 4 1 1 .460

.620 4 1 1 .647

.341 2 4 3 .608

.502 3 ` 0 .0 .578

.496 3 3
"'kis\

2. .646

.425 3 5 , It, A ° 3 .618
,. , 4.

.309 1 '0 '.\*4) 0 .515
.... .

.,

.571 3
. .

go .v.i 0 .642

. .

.399 2 0 .510

.532 4 0 .671

.584 2 1 .652

.611 4 ''
),,

....t

.703

.330 0. 1 .579
4


